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Sources of Predictability



Quantities of interest
Mean (annual/seasonal)
Modes of variability
• Spatial/temporal characteristics
• Teleconnections
• Feedbacks

Statistics of extremes



Validation Metrics
• RMSE error
• Mean bias
• Centered RMSE
• Ratio of standard deviations
• Correlation
Estimates for each point within verification region are 
treated as individual forecasts and combined to 
produce a single score

See Pincus et al. 2008, JGR or
Glecker et al. 2008, JGR
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Where:
F = simulated field i,j = longitude and latitude
R = Reference w = weight (cosine latitude)



Atmospheric Component
Example of variables
• Sea level pressure
• Shortwave cloud forcing
• Longwave cloud forcing
• Tropical land rainfall (30S-30N)
• Tropical ocean rainfall (30S- 30N)
• Surface air temperature over land
• Equatorial Pacific zonal wind stress (5S-5N)
• Zonal winds at 300mb
• Relative humidity
• Temperature See CESM AM-working group





Oceanic Component
Example of variables
• Sea surface temperature
• Sea surface salinity
• Global and Atlantic meridional overturning circulation
• Mixed layer depth
• Antarctic Circumpolar Current transport
• Equatorial undercurrent and thermocline
• Heat budgets
• Meridional heat transport
• Other variables of interest: SSH, western boundary 

currents, water mass analysis
CESM OM-working group



Diagnostics of modes of variability

• Evaluate spatial structure
• Temporal variations (preferred time 

scale, auto-correlation, seasonal 
variance)

• Teleconnections
• Dynamics and feedbacks



Diagnostics of large scales modes

Phillips et al., 2014, EOS

Other modes: ENSO, AMO, NAM, 
SAM, PNA, PSA, IOD

NCAR Climate variability diagnostic package



Diagnostics of large scales modes
ENSO

CESM AM-working group
Also see recommendations by
ENSO-CLIVAR WG



Also see recommendations by
ENSO-CLIVAR WG

Process evaluation:
ENSO --- teleconnections

NCAR Climate variability diagnostic package



Diagnostics of large scales modes
MJO4030 M.-S. Ahn et al.
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The third skill metric is obtained by the MJO band 
averaged  coh2 of precipitation with U850 and precipitable 
water. The observed values of the  coh2 of precipitation with 
U850 and precipitable water are about 0.7 and 0.75, respec-
tively. It indicates the strong coupling of precipitation with 
U850 and precipitable water. These results are consistent 
with those of Yasunaga and Mapes (2012) who also showed 
the  coh2 of precipitation with precipitable water in observa-
tions. Most CMIP5 models underestimate the  coh2 of pre-
cipitation with U850 and precipitable water. The CNRM-
CM5, which simulated excessively strong E/W ratio and 
E/O ratio, shows larger  coh2 than other models and even 
observations. Table  2 shows the correlation between  coh2 
and other MJO skill metrics. The  coh2 between precipita-
tion and U850 is well correlated with the E/W ratio and the 
E/O ratio of all variables, especially the E/O ratio of pre-
cipitation and U850 that have a correlation greater than 0.8.

For the fourth skill metric we estimate the MJO perio-
dicity  (PWFPS, Fig.  2d) by dividing the sum of power-
weighted period (i.e. 1/frequency) by the sum of power 
over the period of 20–100 days and for each of these sums, 
considering only wavenumbers 1–3. In observations, the 
 PWFPS obtained from the four variables used in this study 
ranges from 38  days (U250) to 42  days (U850). Some 
models (BCC-CSM1-1, BCC-CSM1-1-m, MIROC-ESM, 
MIROC-ESM-CHEM, and MIROC4h) exhibit shorter-
than-observed periodicity across all four variables. These 
models also tend to show the E/W ratio and the E/O ratio 
that are smaller than that of other models. The CMCC 
model group (CMCC-CESM, CMCC-CM, CMCC-CMS) 
exhibits relatively large spread (~10  days) in  PWFPS esti-
mated from different variables, with longer and shorter 
periodicity in OLR and U250, respectively. Overall,  PWFPS 
from U250 is shorter than those from other variables.

Fig. 2  a East/West power ratio 
(E/W ratio), b Normalized East 
power by observation (E/O 
ratio), c  coh2 of precipitation 
with precipitable water and 
U850, and d dominant eastward 
period from the wavenumber-
frequency power spectra 
 (PWFPS). Closed squares, closed 
triangles, closed circles, and 
open circles indicate observa-
tions [GPCP (1997–2010), 
AVHRR (1985–2004), ERA-int 
(1985–2004)], additional obser-
vations [TRMM (1998–2010), 
CERES (2001–2010), NCEP1 
(1984–2010)], multi-model 
means, and CMIP5 models, 
respectively. Vertical lines indi-
cate inter-model spreads. Dif-
ferent color indicates each vari-
able. The observed East powers 
for normalization of models are 
0.02 mm2 day−2 , 1.20 W2 m−4

, 0.026 m2 s−2, and 0.10 m2s−2 
for the PRCP (GPCP), OLR 
(AVHRR), U850 and U250 
(ERA-int), respectively. The 
value of CNRM-CM5’s E/W 
ratio of U850 (11.1) and E/O 
ratio of U850 (3.44) and U250 
(2.33) are out of range in the 
figure
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Ahn et al., 2017, Clim Dyn
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Climate Feedbacks

Washington et al., 2009, Philos. Trans. Royal Soc. A  



Climate Feedbacks
ENSO

negative (Fig. 8c), irrespective of the sign of SST anoma-

lies, i.e. with weak nonlinearity in the Niño-3 shortwave

feedback. These two types of models are characterized by a
single atmospheric regime-like behaviour in eastern equa-

torial Pacific that is either mainly subsiding (the SUB type

corresponding to an always positive aSW, 23 models,

Fig. 8d, and Table 1) or mainly convective (the CONV

type corresponding to an always negative aSW, 12 models,

Fig. 8f). The 21 remaining models (the MIX type, Fig. 8b,
e) display a comparable behaviour to observations with a

shift from positive aSW
- (subsident condition) for negative

SSTA in Niño3 to a negative aSW
? (convective conditions)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 7 Atmosphere feedbacks
during ENSO for pre-industrial
control simulations–CMIP3
(blue) and CMIP5 (red).
a atmospheric Bjerknes
feedback, computed as the
regression of Niño 4 wind stress
over Niño3 SST
(10-3 N m-2 !C-1); b heat flux
feedback, computed as the
regression of total heat flux over
SST in Niño3 (W m-2 !C-1);
c Shortwave component of (b);
d Latent heat flux component of
(b). Reference datasets, shown
as black solid circles and
dashed lines, are ERA40 for
(a) and OAFlux for (b), (c) and
(d). See models and centres
legend in Fig. 1 and Table 1.
The CMIP3 and CMIP5 multi-
model mean are shown as
squares on the left of each panel
with the whiskers representing
the inter-model standard
deviation

2010 H. Bellenger et al.
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Bjerknes feedback:
Regression of Nino4 
wind-stress and 
Nino3 SST

Heatflux feedback:
Regression between 
net surface heatflux
and SST in Nino3.

Bellenger et al. 2014, BAMS



Climate Feedbacks
Land

Index of surface flux sensitivity:
ILH= swBLH,wDirmeyer, P. 2011, GRL



Climate Feedbacks
Land

http://cola.gmu.edu/dirmeyer/Coupling_metrics.html

COUPLING	METRICS	TO	DIAGNOSE	LAND-ATMOSPHERE	INTERACTIONS	
	
A	“cheat	sheet”	for	the	community	
	
Version	2.6	
June	2017			
	
Contributors:	

• Paul	Dirmeyer	
• Joe	Santanello	
• Ruth	Lorenz	
• Mike	Ek	

	

Pg	 Name	
Land	
State	

Surf.	
Fluxes	

Atm.	
State	

Local	
Space	

Local	
Time	

Obs’	
ble	 Type	

1	 Two-Legged	Metrics	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Stat	
2	 Mixing	Diagrams	 N	 Y	 Y	 N	 Y	 Y	 Phys	
3	 LCL	Deficit	 N	 N	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Phys	
4	 Betts	Relationships	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 N	 Y	 Stat	
5	 Priestley-Taylor	Ratio	 N	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Phys	

6	
Heated	Condensation	
Framework	

N	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Phys	

7	 RH	Tendency	 N	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Phys	
8	 CTP-HILow	 N	 N	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Phys	
9	 GLACE	Coupling	Strength	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 N	 Stat	
10	 Feedback	parameter	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 N	 Y	 Stat	
11	 Conditional	Correlation	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 N	 Y	 Stat	
12	 Associated	Predictability	Ratio	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 N	 Stat	
13	 Soil	Moisture	Memory	 Y	 N	 N	 Y	 N	 Y	 Stat	
14	 Granger	Causality	 Y	 Y	 Y	 N	 N	 Y	 Stat	
15	 P-T	metrics	 N	 N	 Y	 N	 N	 Y	 Stat	
16	 Zeng’s	Gamma	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Stat	
17	 Coupling	Drought	Index	 Y	 N	 Y	 Y	 N	 Y	 Phys	
18	 Bulk	Recycling	Ratio	 N	 Y	 Y	 N	 N	 Y	 Phys	

19	
Vegetated	Coupling	(Little	
Omega)	

N	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 N	 Phys	

20	 Latent	Heating	Tendency	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 N	 Phys	
21	 Correlations	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Stat	
22	 SM-T	Metric	 N	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Phys	
23	 Probit	SM-P	Causality	 Y	 N	 Y	 Y	 N	 Y	 Stat	
24	 TFS/AFS	 N	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Y	 Stat	
25	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Columns:	Can	method	be	applied	to	soil	moisture	(Land)	or	only	atmospheric	(Atm)	
variables?		Only	to	model	data	(Obs?=N)?		Are	they	primarily	a	statistical	(Stat)	type	of	
metrics	or	based	in	physical	processes	(Phys)?

Produced by GEWEX/GLASS



Summary
• Community effort to establish performance 

metrics for climate models
– focus on large aspects of climate and represented 

by a statistical measures (Bias, RMSE, correlation)
– Climate modes and process based evaluation

• Adopting standardized metrics used routinely 
by the climate community 
– Ability to monitor model performance
– Objective comparison across models
– Aid in model development and tuning



Currently Available resources
• WGNE/WGCM Climate Model Metrics Panel
– Earth System Model Evaluation Tool (ESMValTool)

– Climate Variability Diagnostics Package (CVDP)

– PCMDI’s Metrics Package (PMP)

• MJO and ENSO CLIVAR working groups

• GEWX --- land based metrics


